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INTRODUCTION
JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD aims to build a peer-to-peer innovative launchpad for investing

and launching new projects on a multiple blockchain system for an only platform in a

completely transparent and decentralized way by connecting project and community.

JETDAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD is built with the goal of becoming the most POPULAR launchpad in

the world and play a role like an intermediary BRIDGE to connect investors and potential

projects. The success of launched projects and investors is the final GOAL of JETOP DAO 3.0

LAUNCHPAD.

To do so, JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD has always been UNSTOPPABLY developing platforms

and services. We are very happy to be in charge as a financial CONSULTANT that contributes

to the general progression of crypto.



What is JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD?

Before a project is put on the JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD, they

all have to go through a rigorous review process to determine

whether projects meet BINANCE's standards. Factors include:

- The project has grown to a relatively mature step.

- Ability to ready to large-scale expansion.

- Strong and dedicated team.

- Potential to benefit growth and development of the broader

crypto ecosystem.

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD is set up in order to invest in new cryptocurrency projects. All JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD investors are

considered co-owners and participate in the decision-making process.

Projects and investors alike face difficulties in differentiating innovative, quality token projects from low quality, often scam projects in

the market. JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD helps to mitigate this risk through our JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD Services.



Reason why should we choose JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD?

+ Interactive communities can take advantage of

crowd power and speed up

+ Management and feedback community, deeper

understanding of why projects succeed

+ Guaranteed brand is used to insure top projects

+ The opportunity to hand something back and

get closer to the crypto community

For Investment Funds 

Access to the earliest new projects allows investors to access the best prices

without the relevant minimum threshold reserved for the investment fund.

+ Investment through the means of compliance with process.

+ Investment for peace of mind made for genuine projects are high tested

+ Opportunity to be a meaningful part of the community for new projects

For JED token holders 

+ Advertise through links with

some of the industry's most

recognizable names

+ Take advantage of the

connections and know-how in the

industry of some of the most

successful funds in this field

+ A large and reputable community

is willing to participate

+ Various customer files are

available

+ Output list of Pancakeswap, etc.

New project



A whitelist (Allowlist) is a cybersecurity strategy that approves a list of email addresses,

IP addresses, domain names, applications or even cryptocurrency addresses, while

denying all others. In the blockchain and cryptocurrency environment, whitelists are

either related to Initial Coin Offering (ICO) events, or to withdrawal addresses.

In regards to ICO, the cryptocurrency projects may offer a whitelisting phase for

investors that are willing to participate in the public sale of their tokens. So any investor

that wants to participate in the ICO would need to provide their personal information

before being whitelisted (this is usually done through a KYC procedure).

In regards to withdrawal addresses, whitelist refers to a list of cryptocurrency addresses

that users define as trustworthy. In that case, they would only be able to withdraw

funds from their exchange account to the addresses that were previously whitelisted.

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD Whitelist

http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
http://www.rapidesign.cn/
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02 TOKENOMICS

Token Name JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD

Symbol JED

Total Supply 100,000,000

Network Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Decimals 18

Token Type BEP - 20



ALLOCATION 

IEO

Treasury

Ecosystem

Airdrop

Launchpad

Seed Sale

Strategic Sale

Team

Advisors

Community Development

0.5% 500,000

15% 15,000,000

5% 5,000,000

5% 5,000,000

20% 20,000,000

4% 4,000,000

20% 20,000,000

0.5% 500,000

20% 20,000,000

10% 10,000,000

TOTAL 100% 100,000,000

Launchpad
0.5%

IEO
15%

Seed Sale
5%

Strategic Sale
5%

Team
20%

Advisors
4%

Community 
development

20%

Airdrop
0.5%

Ecosystem
20%

Treasury
10%
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PARTNERS

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD continues to expand its network of

valuable partners that further our vision of becoming the most

complete ecosystem.



PARTNERS



01

Q1 2022
Forming the Idea
Building up the Team
Completing Website
Developing Social media Completing Blog
and News
Perfecting Tokenomics
Completing the Promotional deck of
Advertisement
Perfecting the core foundation

Q2 2022 
Looking for partners (R1)
Developing the smart contract of JED token
Seeds and private sale
Marketing strategy (R1)
Multi-chain integration: ETH, BSC, SOL, Polygon, etc.
Completing Launchpad Platform

02

Q3 2022
Selling Launchpad

Selling IEO Launchpad on JERITEX
Launching Public sale

Completing and launching of JED Staking
Building up the investment Funds - JETOP DAO 

3.0 LAUNCHPAD

03

Q4 2022
Marketing strategy (R2)
Incubation program
Running the first IDO Launchpad
Looking for partners (R2)
Looking for the start-up company 
Developing NFT marketplace
Developing mining pool 
Listing on CEXs, PancakeSwap,
CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko

04

Completing Mobile Trading App
Marketing strategy (R3)

Manage JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD
Developing the crypto 

lending

Q1 2023 

05

ROADMAP

04
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OUR TEAM

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD has built a team comprised of some

of the brightest minds in blockchain, technology and traditional

finance.



Our Team InfographicsOUR TEAM

Christian Sorensen 
CTO 

Jean-Daniel Gauthier 
CEO 

Founder and lead dev of JED Launchpad, carries

extensive experience in development and design. He

has extensive experience with web applications and

front-end designs which he gained working with

various startups as a senior blockchain developer of

distributed solidity systems for complicated DAPPs.

Currently Co-Founder and COO at Alite Projects, a

fastest growing Start up. He has been engaged in

crypto since 2017 and built JED Launchpad on the

vision of offering a suite of safe financial products

and services. He vast expertise blockchain and

smart-contracts gives JED Launchpad an edge in

becoming one of the top DeFi protocols in the space.

Enterprise Blockchain technology expert. Creator of

Blocksphere, and initiator of multiple first-in-

industry blockchain projects in the banking, FSI,

supply chain, agriculture, and trading sectors. He

has 10+ years of professional experience in various

industries, a solution engineer turned UX advisor.

Co-founder of several blockchain-based companies

since 2014, he has been part of many software

startups and large-scale projects as a technical

advisor through his company Alite Projects and a

Blockchain Development Agency.

Hamza Yasin 
Head Blockchain Developer 

A Blockchain Expert and a JavaScript developer

having experience in Swing framework, Java core,

Nodejs, JavaScript, Solidity Smart Contracts,

Ethereum, Bitcoin, Tron, Ripple, Stellar, Crypto note,

Hyperledger, Ethereum or other blockchain forks,

Centralized, Decentralized or Hybrid Crypto

Exchanges and Private Blockchain Development. He

leverages his experience into the JED Launchpad

project with the end-user in mind. Being proficient in

both blockchain literacy and technical analyses, he

understands the cryptocurrency space from both a

developer and investor perspective.



Our Team InfographicsOUR TEAM

Jenny M.K 
Marketing Advisor Manager 

Stephen Mills 
Strategy Developer Manager 

He has over 20 years’ experience working in

technology leadership and risk management

positions in investment banks, insurance companies,

technology consulting organizations, and Big-4

accounting firms. He is also a seasoned

cryptocurrency investor and has evaluated / invested

in hundreds of startups blockchain projects since

2016. Given his unique background, he brings a

wealth of practical technology, project management,

risk management, and blockchain experience to JED

Launchpad. As advisor, he helps set JED

Launchpad’s strategic direction and also supports

JED Launchpad.

She has spent the past 12 years in senior marketing

roles across a wide range of industries in both client

and agency capacity. Currently the MD of UK based

Proven Marketing, a strategic agency supporting a

number of fintech and blockchain projects. A long-

term cryptocurrency enthusiast and entrepreneur,

she and her team support JED Launchpad with

marketing, communication and advertising. Being

proficient in both blockchain literacy and technical

analyses, she understands the cryptocurrency space

from both a developer and investor perspective.

Laura Morale 
Legal Advisor Manager 

She is a US based-attorney with 10 years of

experience in civil, criminal, and federal cases. She

has been involved in the crypto space since 2012 as

a trader and advisor on several projects and now is

full time advisor at JED Launchpad Finance,

specializing in current and future crypto regulation.

She handles all the vetting of new potential

Launchpad and SafeSwap projects for JED

Launchpad to ensure that only the best projects with

the greatest chance of success are launched from

the platform.
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SERVICES

Blockchain technology has the ability to transform society through

upending industries, structures, and traditional business models. In this

ecosystem JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD believes that entrepreneurs with

the drive, talent and right ideas should be given every opportunity to

succeed and grow their ventures. That’s why our team works alongside

companies at any stage of project launching process to ensure they are

best placed to succeed.



JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD is established for the first purpose

of supporting investment about startups on new cryptocurrency

projects, raising Funds, supporting the sale of IEO launchpad

and community marketing, listing new token projects to many

big exchanges centralize or decentralize. JETOP DAO 3.0

LAUNCHPAD offers a diverse range of services to meet the

needs of your blockchain project.

• Launchpad Package: IEO Launchpad, IDO Launchpad, etc.

• Finance Center: Staking

• Additional services: NFT Marketplace, Crypto Lending,

Mining Pool.

SERVICES
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DISCLAIMER
By using this site, you are acknowledged and agree to our rules and policies

below. If you are not, please do not use the site.

You shall be aware of risks arising from acquiring tokens regarding the

cryptographic nature of tokens, cryptocurrency, the uncertainty of its legal

regulation, and blockchain-based software and services. Please invest only if you

possess professional knowledge and you have assessed or are aware of all

potential risks.



Other websites to which you may have access through 

this website are provided to you for convenience only. 

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD does not make any 

representations regarding these other websites and 

accordingly shall not be responsible for the content or use 

of such websites.

Non-Endorsement 

JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD will strive to ensure the 

accuracy of the information listed on our website. 

However, if there are situations where information is 

missing or changed and corrected after the publish, we 

are not responsible for any missing or wrong information. 

We will provide all the information as it is provided.

Accuracy of Information 

While JETOP DAO 3.0 LAUNCHPAD will take reasonable 

steps to verify the projects launched, we are in no way 

constitute investment advice, financial advice, or any sort of 

advice for your assets. In fact, you should not treat any 

website's content as such. Please do your own research or 

consult your financial advisor before investing in any assets.

No Investment Advice 

DISCLAIMER



THANKS


